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Abstract—As the innovative data collection technologies are applying to every aspect of our society, the data volume is skyrocketing.

Such phenomenon poses tremendous challenges to data centers with respect to enabling storage. In this paper, a hybrid-stream big

data analytics model is proposed to perform multimedia big data analysis. This model contains four procedures, i.e., data pre-

processing, data classification, data recognition and data load reduction. Specifically, an innovative multi-dimensional Convolution

Neural Network (CNN) is proposed to assess the importance of each video frame. Thus, those unimportant frames can be dropped by a

reliable decision-making algorithm. In order to ensure video quality, minimal correlation and minimal redundancy (MCMR) are

combined to optimize the decision-making algorithm. Simulation results show that the amount of processed video is significantly

reduced, and the quality of video is preserved due to the addition of MCMR. The simulation also proves that the proposed model

performs steadily and is robust enough to scale up to accommodate the big data crush in data centers.

Index Terms—Data centers, redundancy avoidance, multimedia, storage, big data, convolution neural network
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1 INTRODUCTION

ACCELERATING content delivery across the data centers
[1], [2] has been a key enabler for myriad applica-

tions. The emergence of modern techniques for data gener-
ation and data collection has posed further challenges in
transmitting and storing big data in a timely fashion.
Transmitting and storing big data, especially, videos and
images, within the realm of data centers is indeed very
challenging [3], [4], [5], [6]. On the one hand, higher reso-
lution is required to ensure the fidelity and granularity of
the multimedia data; on the other hand, current storage
architectures have not kept up with the influx of such big
data [7], [8], [9], [10], [11]. Meanwhile, Liu et al. [12]
showed that the disk utilization is not really high. Since it
is desirable to provision content with superior quality and
transmission with sufficient bandwidth, a method capable
of reducing the load of the storage system is now in des-
perate need.

A strategy that could reduce the transmission load
among data centers and leverage the storage system is
required to address the above problems. Some studies on
reducing the transmission load have focused on optimizing
route selection as well as detecting and dropping anomaly
traffic. Vertical handoff (VHO) decision algorithm performs
well in heterogeneous wireless networks [13], but when the
time dimension is considered in multimedia transmission
and storage, VHO becomes extremely complex. Convolu-
tion Neural Network, which incorporates pooling, can
improve generalization on pattern recognition problems by
sharing weights and biases. Hybrid Convolutional Neural
Network (HCNN) combines CNN and winner-takes-all
mechanism to further boost the recognition speed [14]. A
two-stream CNN structure [15] and its updated version [16]
have been proposed to process and classify videos by cate-
gorizing the original video information into spatial and tem-
poral information. These two models have enhanced the
performance of CNN, but still fall short of achieving real-
time processing. Researches on making full use of storage
systems principally focus on evaluating server load and
selecting the best node for performing storage task. Liu
et al. [12] proposed a strategy for load balancing of virtual
storage that selects the best storage node by the calculated
weight, and Prabavathy et al. [17] proposed an approach to
balancing the load during the data placement as well as in
any load imbalance situations, but they both paid no
attention to the particularity of videos. Zhou et al. [18] pro-
posed a black-box method to deal with load measurement
and dynamic load balance. However, they used a static
threshold depending on the actual system requirements
that cannot respond well to the influx of data.
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This paper addresses the issue of data redundancy, with
emphasis on the big multimedia data in data centers.
Inspired from the two-stream model that separates input
video information into spatial and temporal information, a
hybrid-stream big data analytics model is proposed in this
paper. The static information (such as scenes) and dynamic
information (such as gestures) are processed by two differ-
ent conventional layers. Consider a sequence of frames or
clips that makes up a video stream, and each frame in the
sequence is an image. Then, to mitigate multimedia data
redundancy in data centers, we can distinguish the abnor-
mal traffic from normal data centers’ traffic. To this end, a
hybrid-stream big data analytics model, which consists of a
dependable key frame extraction mechanism and a multi-
dimensional CNN classification algorithm, is proposed to
improve the classification precision and reduce the multi-
media data redundancy in data centers.

Nevertheless, we are facing several challenges in facilitat-
ing multimedia big data analysis. The primary challenge is
how to enhance the precision of video classification. Gener-
ally, a majority of video classification algorithms attempt to
reduce the video dimension and use low dimensional repre-
sentations [19]. In our model, a multi-dimensional CNN
algorithm with a time dimension is proposed. As compared
with classical CNN algorithms, this proposed algorithm is
able to enhance the classification precision. Besides, how to
process the classified outcomes with reduced multimedia
data redundancy is another key issue. This is accomplished by
incorporating a key frame extractionmechanism in ourmodel.
With this mechanism, this paper focuses on finding a proper
proportion of reduced redundancy data, which reduces
important data loss. Specifically, four main steps are pre-
sented, including Video Pre-processing, Frame Classification,
Frame-Load-Reduction Processing, and Video Decision. Pre-
processing provides an intermediate layer to adapt input
video streams to our model. The purpose of Frame Classifica-
tion is to evaluate the significance of each frame. Simulta-
neously, Frame-Load-Reduction Processing and Video
Decision are proposed to perform data redundancy avoidance
and ensure vital videos are not dropped. Generally, our
work focuses on enabling real-time video processing by
enhancing the storage efficiency in terms of storing useful
data, and by further relieving multimedia data redundancy in
data centers.

The contributions of our paper are summarized as
follows.

� A hybrid-stream big data analytics model aimed to
solve the multimedia big data redundancy problem in
data centers is proposed. Different types of inputs are
used to improve the classification accuracy. The exper-
imental results show that this model can reduce the
multimedia big data redundancy by about 4 percent,
whichmeans a huge amount of computational resour-
ces can be saved.

� A multi-dimensional CNN classification algorithm
used to recognize video information is presented. By
taking the time dimension into account, the convolu-
tion in CNN can further reduce the computational
complexity. The time dimension is also involved
in the pooling operation, which provides extra

information for classifying video frames and clips
more accurately. We are the first attempt to use
multi-dimensional video information for reducing
the storage load in data centers.

� Akey frame extractionmechanism is proposed to real-
ize load-reduction. Furthermore, we propose minimal
correlation and minimal redundancy (MCMR) which
can cover the shortage of key frame extraction. It is
able to reserve the important frames which are
dropped by key frame extraction mistakenly. To opti-
mize the objective quality of videos after load-reduc-
tion, a special threshold is designed to control the
MCMR, and Genetic Algorithm (GA) is used to deter-
mine this threshold.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Our system
model is illustrated in the next section. Sections 3 and 4
cover the classification module and the load-reduction
module in detail. In Section 5, we illustrate the system per-
formance by different types of comparisons. Section 6 sum-
maries the related work, and Section 7 draws a conclusion
of this paper.

2 SYSTEM MODEL

In data centers, video data may surge at any time. However,
the frequent transmission and storage of the same content
may exhaust the processing capability of data centers. Consid-
ering the capacity of the transmission load, the redundancy of
multimedia data in data centers cannot be ignored [20]. How-
ever, when the data are transferred among data centers, one
has to consider how to efficiently store these data [20], [21].
We propose an efficient algorithm to classify these data and
then store them by the results of the classification. In other
words, the key of our proposed algorithm is to reduce the
redundancy of data and store them as soon as possible.

Generally, a video sequence is made up of numerous
frames. In order to reduce the multimedia data redundancy
and ensure that the data can be stored quickly and precisely,
a mechanism is proposed to evaluate the importance of
frames and categorize videos accordingly. In picture classi-
fication filed, CNN has shown its remarkable ability. We
propose a multi-dimensional CNN algorithm, which differs
from traditional conventional image processing, to repre-
sent the importance of a frame or a clip, and thus to achieve
more accurate classification.

We design a hybrid-stream big data analytics model, as
shown in Fig. 1, which consists of four modules: Video Pre-
processing, VideoClassification, Frame-Load-Reduction Proc-
essing, and Video Decision. Video Pre-processing is designed
to process videos sent from the cameras. Since it is impractical
to record key frames if videos are separated intomany frames,
we propose to divide raw video resources into two input
forms: video frames and video clips. Specially, video clips are
categorized by amulti-dimensional CNN.After the videos are
processed by the first module, the video frames and video
clips are sent to the secondmodule calledVideoClassification,
which calculates importance of every frame and clip. Frame-
Load-Reduction Processing picks up the key frames, drops
the useless frames, and decides the video’s class. Finally, the
Video Decision will identify an appropriate threshold to han-
dle these videos.
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3 VIDEO CLASSIFICATION

3.1 Video Streams

Every CNN module consists of an input layer, an output
layer, and some hidden layers. Single video image frame as
an input is processed by convolution and pooling operation,
and goes through fully connected layers. Finally, the net-
work outputs a value which represents the information of
this single video image frame.

This paper uses Spatial Perceptual Information (SI) and
Temporal perceptual Information (TI) [22] to define informa-
tion of video frames and clips. SI and TI are defined as

SI ¼ maxtimefstdspace½SobelðFnÞ�g; (1)

and

TI ¼ maxtimefstd0space½Mnði; jÞ�g: (2)

In Equation (1), Sobel is a Sobel filter, Fn is the nth frame,
and stdspace represents the standard deviation over the pix-
els in each frame filtered by Sobel [22]. In Equation (2), TI is
computed as the maximum over time (maxtime) of the stan-
dard deviation over space (std0space) of Mnði; jÞ over all i and
j, and Mnði; jÞ is the difference between pixels at the same
position in two subsequent frames, i.e.,

Mnði; jÞ ¼ Fnði; jÞ � Fn�1ði; jÞ; (3)

where Fnði; jÞ represents the pixel at the ith row and the jth
column of the nth frame in time [22].

Two types of input streams are defined, which are video
frame fi and video clip Kfi. The K represents the length of
the video clips.

In convolutional layers, the output of video frames is
described as

fi;j
j ¼

XJ
j¼1

XI
i¼1

fi � vi;j; (4)

where vi;j denotes the weight matrices in input, I and J is
the limitation in width and in height, which can be

determined by convolution size [23]. Then, the output of
video clips in the time dimension can be formulated as

fi;j;kj ¼
XJ
j¼1

XI
i¼1

XK
k¼1

fi � vi;j;k; (5)

where vi;j;k is the input weight matrices.

3.2 Spatio-Temporal Pyramid Pooling

The parameterK inserts time dimension into the convolution
in Equation (5). However, videos may not have the same
length in the timedimension,which produce outputswith dif-
ferent lengths. These irregular outputs are not adapted to the
fixed-dimension fully connected layers. Since these fully con-
nected layers only receive fixed inputs, Spatio-Temporal Pyra-
mid Pooling (STPP) is proposed, as shown in Fig. 2. Inspired
from Spatial Pyramid Pooling (SPP) [24], we add time dimen-
sion to this pooling method. In the classification module, the
STPP layer is added after the last convolutional layer. The
STPP layer is used tomake CNN compatible with video of dif-
ferent lengths. It can receive different numbers of parameters
as inputs and outputs fixed results to the subsequent fully con-
nected layers. Specifically, the STPP layer pools the feature

Fig. 1. Hybrid-stream big data analytics model.

Fig. 2. Spatio-temporal pyramid pooling.
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maps by using 3D pooling window and produces the
output fixed-deimensional vectors, which flow into the fully
connected layers.

The STPP layer can be defined as

½½x1; y1; z1�; ½x2; y2; z2�; . . . ; ½xi; yi; zi��; (6)

where ½xi, yi, zi� represents the width, the length and the
time dimensional metric of the ith part of the STPP layer,
respectively. The output dimension of the STPP layer D is
calculated as

D ¼
XI
i¼0

xiyizi: (7)

Assuming there are p feature maps of size m� n as an
input, the 3-dimensional pooling window can be formu-
lated as

ðPxi ; Pyi ; PziÞ ¼
m

xi

� �
;

n

yi

� �
;

p

zi

� �� �
; (8)

where Pxi ; Pyi ; Pzi represent the width, the length and the
time dimensional metric of the ith pooling window in the
STPP layer, respectively.

3.3 Training the Multi-Dimensional CNN with the
Spatio-Temporal Pyramid Pooling Layer

Theoretically, our classifier can be trained by using the stan-
dard back-propagation. The cost function is defined as

Jðw; bÞ ¼ 1

2
khw;bðxÞ � ak2; (9)

where w denotes the collections of all weights in the net-
work, b denotes all the biases, and a is the desired output
from the network.

In proposed neural network, the output’s dimension
needs to be determined by the actual condition. We use
hw;bðxÞ, which is composite by nodes of the network, to rep-
resent the network output of the input x. The notation k � k
just denotes the norm for a vector.

From the quadratic cost function, it can be seen that Jw;b
is non-negative. In other words, Jw;b � 0 and it becomes
small, i.e., Jw;b 	 0, when yðxÞ is approximately equal to the
training output, a, for all the inputs x. Thus, the suitable
weights and biases will be found to make Jw;b 	 0. On the
contrary, it is not ideal when the cost function Jw;b is large,
which means a is not equal to the output hw;bðxÞ for numer-
ous inputs x. To find the set of weights and biases to mini-
mize the cost Jw;b, we proposed to use the stochastic
gradient descent (SGD) method [25], i.e., J varies as

DJ 	 @J

@w
Dwþ @J

@b
Db: (10)

Note that

DJ ¼ rJ � ð4w;4bÞ; (11)

whererJ is the gradient vector,

rJ ¼ @J

@w
;
@J

@b

� �T

: (12)

Denote h as the learning rate, which is a small and posi-
tive parameter. Thus,

ð4w;4bÞ ¼ �hrJ ¼ �h
@J

@w
;
@J

@b

� �T

; (13)

and

DJ ¼ �hkrJk2 ¼ �hk @J

@w
;
@J

@b

� �T

k2 
 0: (14)

Therefore, J always decreases with respect to w and b. By
separating W and b, the following two equations can be
derived as

wkþ1 ¼ wk � h
@J

@wk
; (15)

and

bkþ1 ¼ bk � h
@J

@bk
: (16)

To simplify the calculation, we setm asPm
j¼1 rJxi

m
	

P
x rJx
n

¼ rJ; (17)

wkþ1 ¼ wk � h

m

@J

@wk
; (18)

and

bkþ1 ¼ bk � h

m

@J

@bk
: (19)

4 FRAME-LOAD-REDUCTION AND VIDEO DECISION

In this section, the Frame-Load-Reduction Processing and
Video Decision are introduced. These two modules are the
key to deciding the storage class. In the Frame-Load-
Reduction, some less important frames will be dropped.
However, if some significant frames are dropped, it may
lead to the decrease of video quality. Therefore, the Video
Decision module is designed to reduce the probability of
this situation.

4.1 Key Frames

The information values of video frames and video clips
are the two inputs to the Frame-Load-Reduction module.
We use the outputs of the two video abstract mechanisms
in Section 3 instead of original video as input, because
the information values of video frames and video clips
can abstract the intrinsic properties of the original video,
and can be readily used to analyze the video. We propose
using a set of frames, K, to represent the key frames as
follows:

K ¼ Fk�framesðVideoÞ ¼ ffri ji ¼ 1; 2; . . . ; Ig; (20)

where I is the count of key frames and fri is a key frame set
in the inputs. Fk�frames is the function that operates on the
original video to generate these key frames. Similarly, Fskim

is used to represent the set of “skim” videos, a set of video
clips extracted from the original video to represent a very
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short synopsis of the original video. The set of “skim” vid-
eos, S, is defined as

S ¼ FskimðVideoÞ ¼ fr1

K
fr2

K
� � �

K
fri ; (21)

where
J

is the operation of joining video clips.

4.2 Key Frame Ratio

In the important feature extraction, we set a ratio u to reduce
the frames.

Finding the threshold can be formulated as an optimiza-
tion problem of finding a suitable set R ¼ ðq1; q2; . . . ; qjÞ,
which can represent the original video with the least num-
ber of frames or clips, i.e.,

fq1; q2; . . . ; qjg ¼ argmin
qj

fDðR;F Þj1 
 qj 
 ng
j ¼ u � n;

(
(22)

where n is the number of frames or clips in the original
video sequence, j is the count of key frames or clips, D is a
dissimilarity measurement, and F is the output of the classi-
fication module.

4.3 Minimal Correlation Among Key Frames or
Video Clips

Then, we start to find the suitable set to represent the video
with the least number of frames or clips. The minimal corre-
lation method selects frames or clips that are dissimilar to
each other. In other words, this method can represent the
video with the least elements. After introducing the concept
of minimal correlation, Equation (22) can be rewritten as

fq1; q2; . . . ; qjg ¼ argmin
qj

fCorrðfr1 ; fr2 ; . . . ; friÞg; (23)

where Corr is the correlation function.
In order to complete the Corr operation, pairs of frames

or clips are used as

Corrðfr1 ; fr2 ; . . . ; friÞ ¼
XK�1

i¼1

XK
j¼iþ1

Corrðfri ; frjÞ2
( )1=2

; (24)

where Corrðfri ; frjÞ is the correlation coefficient of any two
frames or clips ðfri ; frjÞ, and K represents the length of
video clips, defined by Equation (5). In this paper, sequen-
tial elements are taken into consideration, and the Equa-
tion (24) can be rewritten as

fq1; q2; . . . ; qjg ¼ argmin
qj

Xs
i¼1

Corrðfri ; friþ1
Þ

( )
; (25)

where s is the count of key frames.
However, the aim of extracting key frames or clips is to

maximize the difference between each pair of frames or
clips, rather than simply reduce the total number of key
frames.

The pseudo-codes of scene change and key frame extrac-
tion in the load-reductionmodule are presented in Algorithm
1. In this algorithm, A denotes the scene change threshold,
and � denotes the dynamic load-reduction threshold. As the
scene changes, a different scene may require a different

threshold in signifying a scene change. Because Algorithm 1
goes through every frames, the computation and space com-
plexities of this algorithm are OðnÞ and Oð1Þ, respectively.
Final performance can be improved by recognizing scenes
correctly. The output set S is our processed video.

Algorithm 1. Scene Change and Key frame Extraction

Input: fri , A, �
Output: S
1: begin
2: while ði < nÞ do
3: if ðCorrðfriÞ < AÞ then
4: enter into scene + 1
5: else
6: still in scene
7: end
8: while scene has not change do
9: if ðfri > �Þ then
10: drop the frame
11: else
12: store the frame in set S
13: end
14: end
15: end
16: end

4.4 Minimal Redundancy

In this part, another ratio m is set to decide the frames to be
dropped. In discarding frames and clips, we need to ensure
not to drop important frames. Therefore, the ratio m should
be appropriately set to improve the accuracy of the drop-
ping algorithm.

A set T ¼ fp1; p2; . . . ; pvg is proposed to represent the
dropped video with the least number of frames or clips. The
optimization problem can be formulated as

fp1; p2; . . . ; pvg ¼ argmin
pv

fRðT; FrÞj1 
 pv 
 nrg
v ¼ m � nr;

�
(26)

where nr is the number of dropped frames or clips in the
original video sequence, v is the count of similar frames or
clips, Fr is the part of the output of the Frame-Load-Reduce
module to be dropped, and R is a similarity measure which
is formulated as

R ¼
XP

j~pixelvaluej; (27)

where P represents all the pixel of a frame or a clip,
~pixelvalue is the difference between two corresponding
pixel value.

The minimal redundancy is used to find the set. Specifi-
cally, it is to select the dropped frames or clips that are simi-
lar to each other. So, Equation (26) can be rewritten as

fp1; p2; . . . ; pvg ¼ argmin
pv

fSimðfr1 ; fr2 ; . . . ; friÞg; (28)

Simðfr1 ; fr2 ; . . . ; friÞ ¼
XK�1

i¼1

XK
j¼iþ1

Simðfri ; frjÞ2
( )1

2

; (29)

fp1; p2; . . . ; pvg ¼ argmin
pv

Xs
i¼1

Simðfri ; friþ1Þ
( )

; (30)
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where Simðfr1 ; fr2 ; . . . ; friÞ is the similarity measure of
frames or clips ffr1 ; fr2 ; . . . ; frig, and K represents the
length of the video clips, defined in Equation (5).

4.5 Videos Decision

Once u and m are determined, the limit to decide videos can
be calculated. Our goal is to divide these videos into two
classes, retaining the original videos or the processed vid-
eos. The limit is formulated as

class ¼ original videos, ðu þ m < thresholdÞ
processed videos, ðu þ m � thresholdÞ;

�
(31)

where threshold 2 ½0; 2�. Since lower video quality loss is
one of our system design goals, threshold should be care-
fully chosen. First, we define video quality loss function Q
using SI and TI as

Qðvideo; thresholdÞ ¼ DSI þ DTI

DSI ¼ SIvideo � SIvideo0

DTI ¼ TIvideo � TIvideo0 ;

8<
: (32)

where SI indicates the spatial detail quantity in a frame,
and TI indicates the number of temporal changes of a video
sequence [22]. Function Q calculates video0 from original
video using the whole system. Then, choosing threshold can
be formulated as an optimization problem

threshold ¼ arg min
threshold

fQðvideo; thresholdÞg: (33)

In this paper, a Genetic Algorithm, as shown in Algo-
rithm 2, is proposed to determine the threshold.

Algorithm 2. Decrease the Loss of Video Quality

Input: Pc, Pm,M, Q, S
Output: threshold
1: begin
2: Random initialize 1th generation

parent ¼ fi1; i2; . . . ; iMg
3: while True do
4: Calculate

Qparent ¼ fQði1Þ; Qði2Þ; . . . ; QðiMÞg
5: child ¼ ;
6: for Sizei < M do
7: a; b ¼ SðQparentÞ
8: if Pc > randomð0; 1Þ then
9: a; b ¼ Crossoverða; bÞ
10: end
11: if Pm > randomð0; 1Þ then
12: a; b ¼ Mutationða; bÞ
13: end
14: Append a; b to set child
15: end
16: ifMaxðQchildÞ < MaxðQparentÞ then
17: threshold ¼ MaxðQparentÞ
18: Output threshold
19: Break
20: end
21: parent ¼ child
22: end
23: end

In this algorithm, Pm is the mutation probability, Pc is the
crossover probability, M is the number of individuals in
every generation, Q is the video quality loss function in
Equation (32), and S represents select operation. The algo-
rithm starts with creating the 1th generation randomly. The
GA algorithm iterates and gets the optimal threshold gradu-
ally in every generation, GA generates child randomly by
crossover or mutation, then it chooses the best one in child
and parent to perform the next iteration. When GA finishes,
the optimal threshold will be given. This threshold is used
to control the videos decision, leading to the increment of
classification accuracy. Moreover, the non-redundant video
will not be dealt with. The computation and space complex-
ities are Oðn2Þ and OðMPmÞ, respectively. Because the
threshold u is determined by GA, it makes fewest video
quality loss and responds well to the influx of data.

5 PERFORMANCE EVALUATIONS

In this section, the performance of the proposed hybrid-
stream model is verified. First, the data set we use in this
model and different architectures in pooling operation are
listed, respectively. After that, we conduct a series of experi-
ment to analyze the performance of classification module,
load reduction module, and video decision.

5.1 Experimental Setup

In this section, a simulation model is developed based on a
data center who has the same architecture with [27] to esti-
mate our proposed model. The number of groups in these
experiments varies from 50 to 250 and the number of joining
or leaving nodes selected from the groups varies from 100 to
1000. As shown in Table 1, our simulation is mainly carried
out on eight data sets. Aimed at reducing the multimedia
data redundancy in data centers, we choose these data sets
that consist of enough videos.

To study the influence of different architectures of STPP
layers on our frame classification module, we set four differ-
ent architectures of STPP layers, which are clarified in
Table 2. For comparison, the performance of following algo-
rithms, which are also used in video load reduction [14], are
also shown as benchmarks.

� k-Nearest Neighbor (KNN): The KNN is a classifier
that classifies the samples by the votes of k-nearest
neighbor [14].

� Support Vector Machine (SVM): It uses kernel and
hyperplane technical to classify the non-linear samples
[14].

� Basic CNN (LeNet [14]): The CNN is a classifier which
is good at processing image, it uses convolutional
operation to abstract the information in image.

These benchmarks are used to analyze the performance
of the proposed STPP, Algorithms 1 and 2.

The training is performed by Keras and TensorFlow, the
loss function is Mean-Squared-Error, and the optimizer is
Adam. All the parameters are default. The metrics to evalu-
ate the performance of classifier are accuracy and Receiver
Operating Characteristic (ROC) which is a kind of curve
illustrating the performance of a classifier system. The curve
is created by plotting the true positive rate (TPR) against the
false positive rate (FPR) at various threshold settings. If
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there is a perfect classifier, its ROC curve will all locate in (0,
1), which is called perfect classification.

5.2 Experimental Results

5.2.1 The Influence of Frame Classification

Since the Frame-Load-Reduction Processing and Video
Decision are based on the frame classification, we hold that
the performance of classifier can strongly influence the
performance of data redundancy reduction. In order to
investigate the relation between classification and data
redundancy reduction, we conduct a series of experiments.
The results of experiments are shown in Fig. 3, revealing
that the redundancy reduction rate has obviously positive
correlation with the accuracy of classification, i.e., the
improvement of the accuracy of classification helps reduce
the data redundancy.

5.2.2 The Performance of Multi-Dimensional

CNN Classification

As shown in Fig. 4, our classification method (CNN with
3D pooling, which is indicated by 3D CNN) has basically
higher accuracy than other models. The STPP layer allows
this module to accept various resolution videos. In other
words, the hybrid-stream model does not require crop-
ping or scaling the input video to the fixed resolution.
Cropping and scaling usually mean the loss of video
information. We further explore the influence of different
architectures of STPP layers. The classification module in

four pooling architectures performs in UCF-101 Expand.
Comparison is also made to prove that our method has a
good performance. Fig. 5 shows the performance of four
STPP architectures with basic and multi-dimensional con-
volution. The multi-dimensional convolution improves
the classification accuracy obviously. The ROC curves of
our multi-dimensional classification module in different
pooling layer architectures are presented in Fig. 6.
Because of more pyramid parts in pooling layer and rea-
sonable dimensional metric, architecture C is closer to the

TABLE 2
Different STPP Architectures in Simulation

Architectures

Type x1 � y1 � z1
a x2 � y2 � z2 x3 � y3 � z3 x4 � y4 � z4 Outputs

A 5� 3� 2 7� 5� 3 14� 10� 5 1� 1� 1 835
B 1� 1� 2 2� 2� 2 3� 2� 3 1� 1� 1 102
C 2� 2� 3 3� 3� 4 3� 4� 7 1� 1� 1 132
D 1� 1� 3 2� 1� 3 4� 4� 2 10� 6� 8 401

a. xi, yi, zi represent the width, the length and the time dimensional metric of
the ith part in STPP layer, where i 2 f1; 2; 3; 4g is the index of STPP layer
parts. Outputs are fixed and calculated by Equation (7).

TABLE 1
Detailed Data Sets in Simulation

Data set Content Size Format Resolution

Alphaa Dashboard camera videos 100 GB MP4 480� 320
Beta Open class videos 60 GB AVI 750� 540
Gamma College surveillance videos 200 GB MP4 720� 480
Deltab Videos of crowd 20 GB MP4 640� 480
Epsilonc Soccer videos 100 GB RMVB 1280� 720
Zetad Aerial photography 10 GB MP4 1920� 1080
Etae Video call 100 GB AVI 1280� 720
UCF-101 Expandf Extension of UCF-101 18 GB AVI 140� 100, 80� 60

a. Generated by dashboard cameras in authors’s cars.
b. Beta, Gamma and Delta are provided by Nanjing University of Posts and Telecommunications.
c. Chinese Football Association Super League.
d. Generated by author’s unmanned aerial vehicle (DJI phantom-4).
e. Authors’ group meeting.
f. UCF-101 Expand is an extension of UCF-101 [26]. Some transformations, such as overexposure and pattern distortion, are
performed in UCF-101 to create new videos that are close to real data centers’ working environment. Then, we get UCF-101
Expend by merging these new videos to UCF-101. The size of UCF-101 Expand is about 18 GB.

Fig. 3. The redundancy reduction rate of different data sets.

Fig. 4. Comparison among four classifiers.
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upper left corner, which represents better classification
performance.

5.2.3 The Impacts of Frame-Load-Reduction and Video

Decision

The performance of Frame-Load-Reduction and Video Deci-
sion modules are illustrated. We perform GA to determine
the threshold, and the thresholds in eight data sets with four
STPP architectures are shown in Table 3.

To clarify the capability of MCMR algorithm and the
average performance of our model in different data sets,
size reduction before (SRB) and after (SRA) performing
MCMR are shown in Table 4. Different data sets have differ-
ent reduction rates under our model and the average redun-
dancy-reduction percentage is about 3.7 percent. Owing to
MCMR algorithm that sacrifices a little size of reduction,
videos generally have considerable objective quality assess-
ment promotion, which is evaluated by TI and SI.

Figs. 7 and 8 show the performance of load reduction
module. The horizontal axis in two figures are both corre-
sponding to a 10-frames video clip extracted from two dif-
ferent scenes. Fig. 7 shows that six frame clusters are
dropped in one scene. There is an obvious scene change in
Fig. 8, where different colors are used to distinguish
between two scenes. From Figs. 7 and 8, the dropping of
frame clips can be visually observed.

Fig. 5. Comparison between two CNNs in different STPP architectures.

Fig. 6. Comparison among different STPP architectures.

TABLE 3
Thresholds in Eight Data Sets with Four STPP Architectures

Alpha Beta Gamma Delta Epsilon Zeta Eta UCF-101 Expand

A 1.32 1.17 1.22 1.13 0.87 1.42 1.44 0.96
B 1.26 1.05 1.35 1.05 0.92 1.31 1.52 1.05
C 1.13 1.12 1.27 1.18 0.60 1.29 1.38 0.92
D 1.35 1.00 1.01 1.11 0.88 1.34 1.35 1.10

TABLE 4
Redundancy-Reduction in Different Types of Video

Data set SRB SRA
Objective Quality

Assessment promotion

Alpha 3.3% 2.4% 13%
Beta 4.1% 3.7% 7%
Gamma 5.8% 5.2% 9%
Delta 4.3% 3.5% 15%
Epsilon 5.8% 3.4% 16%
Zeta 4.4% 3.3% 10%
Eta 6.4% 4.3% 14%
UCF-101 Expand 4.5% 4.0% 5%
Average 4.8% 3.7% 11%

Fig. 7. One scene in a 300-frames video and its drop frames.

Fig. 8. Two scenes in a 300-frames video and its drop frames.
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6 RELATED WORKS

6.1 Storage Load for Multimedia Big Data

Actually, studies on storage system load focus on load mod-
els and load balancing strategies. Typically, strategies deter-
mine the load based on various properties of the node. Lu
et al. [28] proposed a hybrid control strategy for load balanc-
ing, which is triggered by the load and accessing latency.
Hong et al. [29] studied the problem of visualize storage
node. Wei et al. [30] improved dynamic storage balancing
using resource popularity prediction, which makes less rep-
lication. Liu et al. [12] proposed a strategy for load balancing
in virtual storage, it has a writing balancing module which
calculates the weight of each storage node to get the best one.
This module gathers six parameters, which are CPU Percent
Utilization, Memory Percent Utilization, Net Flow, Disk I/O
FQCY, Response Time, Process Sum and evaluating server’s
load. LBVS uses Weight Parameter pi to adjust the propor-
tion of parameters, and the algorithm chooses the best node
according to the load. Tan et al. [31] proposed Duplex Load-
ing Balancing Strategy on Object Storage System (DLBS).
DLBS actually has two modules including Active Balancing
Strategy (ABS) and Passive Balancing Strategy (PBS). ABS
uses greedy algorithm to balance the load performance dur-
ing the whole process of three critical steps, and PBS controls
the replantation of host replicas and the drop operation of
redundant ones. Prabavathy et al. [17] used a dynamic
weight decided by network and disk usage rate, and also a
more detailed load model including eight parameters. This
proposed model strives to balance every node’s disk usage
rate, according to the data migration algorithm which acts
on a pair of nodes and has various load status. Zhou et al.
[18] proposed Optimize Block-Level Cloud Storage System
with Load-Balance Strategy (BCSLS), where it transforms the
goal of load balance into making the range of nodes’ load
smaller than the threshold.

6.2 Redundancy Avoidance in Data Center

Data center has emerged as a crucial infrastructure that holds
ever-growing severs. Tens or hundreds of thousands of ser-
vice and applications are hosted in modern data centers.
Recentlyworks [32], [33], [34] summarized the challenges and
requirements for data centers’ design and operations in sev-
eral aspects: large scale, wide variety of applications, high
energy consumption, and strict service requirement. Faced
with the aforementioned technical challenges, data center has
drawn significant attention on achieving various objectives,
such as low power consumption, high utilization, quality
guarantee, and high robustness.

To reduce the storage load and increase the service qual-
ity of data centers, the usual practice was to reduce the
redundancy of the content stored in data center. Peter et al.
[35] gave a survey of indexing techniques for data dedupli-
cation. The popular study in this field was based on similar
searching. Hu et al. [36] studied the similar search problem
with Maximum Common Connected Subgraph (MCCS)
constraints, and proposed a framework based on edge
matching situation to solve this problem. Mao et al. [37]
investigated the probability of optimizing the read-perfor-
mance by hardware. They proposed a Solid-State Drive
(SSD)-assisted read scheme which could accelerate the

speed of similar searching. The fundamental concept of this
read scheme is the high random access speed of SSD. Li
et al. [38] considered the differential privileges of users in
similar searching as well as the data itself. They further pro-
posed a distributed reliable deduplication system which
focuses on the security in distributed data centers [39]. This
system was achieved by storing the hash tag value in every
storage data center, and was able to guarantee the consis-
tency of tags. Kolb et al. [40] proposed an approach which
does not rely on re-clustering, and is capable of parallel
MapReduce processing. Costa et al. [41] proposed an incre-
mental clustering algorithm, which was the first to regard
increment as a major requirement in data deduplication.
Different from the studies above, Kaaniche et al. [42] pro-
posed a client side deduplication scheme. It carefully con-
trolled the privileges of unauthorized users. Since the
process of encrypting the data is performed in client side,
the computational resource occupied by encryption in data
centers is reduced.

Previous studies on storage load reduction in data cen-
ters mainly focus on load balancing strategies and flow
control. They are not appropriate for processing multime-
dia data in storage system because algorithms redistribute
data, but not reduce data redundancy. In other words, the
load of the whole system is not reduced in real sense. To
our best knowledge, we are the first to use multi-dimen-
sional video information for reducing the storage load in
data centers.

7 CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, a hybrid-stream big data analytics model has
been proposed to enhance the classification precision and
relieve the data centers’ network and storage overload. The
model can improve the speed to deal with the videos and
recognizing, deciding the important frames and whether to
drop the unimportant ones in every video. Compared to
conventional methods like deep learning to address image
analysis problems, this paper has improved the method to
deal with video analysis. Besides, this network and storage
overload problem of video is considered as an optimization
problem, which can show a practical algorithm over a large-
scale of real-time data from numerous nodes. The con-
ducted simulations represent that our model performs well
in most of the data sets. Moreover, the hybrid-stream big
data analytics model and the improved video with recog-
nized algorithm can lead to a fairly good video stream and
save storage space in the Internet of Things. Our algorithm
also provides a way to relieve the network and storage load.
The model can reduce network and storage overload, and it
will not destroy the truly important videos as well.
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